130 VB
Kit 130 VB Ligne Polyglass

- Acoustically transparent dust cap
- Better reproduction of mid frequencies
- Polyglass cone
- Neutral sound without coloration
- Butyl surround
- Promoting long life
- "Diamond cutting" aluminum protection cover
- Better esthetic

Technical characteristics:

130mm (5-1/8") woofer
25mm (1") voice-coil
85mm (3-5/16") magnet
45mm (1-3/4") tweeter,
Aluminum/magnesium inverted dome tweeter
2-way separate crossover 6/12dB (4.5kHz)
Adjustable tweeter level
Max. power: 120W
Nom. power: 60W
Sensitivity(2,8V/m): 91dB
Frequency response: 75Hz – 28kHz
Accessories: grilles supplied

- Aluminum/magnesium inverted dome tweeter
- Optimized match between woofer and tweeter, non directive
- Double push-pull Neodymium magnet
- Very linear tweeter
- Aluminum voice-coil former
- Excellent heat dissipation characteristics
- Polypropylene capacitor
- Natural reproduction of high frequencies
- 6/12dB/octave crossover
- Optimized woofer and tweeter integration
- Adjustable tweeter level
- For a better adaptation of level/placement in vehicle

It makes the difference:

- An outstanding musicality in this price level.
- Kit dedicated to Hi-Power car radio, no amplifier needed.
- All Focal technologies from the beginning of the range.